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ABSTRACT. A scheme adopted in general metric typology is analysed in the paper with a view to quali-
fying Georgian versification. Attention is paid to one element of the prosodic system, i.e. the boundary
between words, which usually is not taken into consideration while classifying versifications. There exists an
opinion that theoretically such a system of verse is admissible, in which the presented boundary is actualized
by power, like, e.g. stress in the accentual system, and it represents a permanent versificative-rhythmic
boundary with the function of a factor creating the system. It is concluded that a system is realized in
Georgian verse in which the structures of units (and their hierarchy) are created by the boundary (and its
hierarchy). At the same time, at a certain, earlier stage of development of Georgian verse syllabic (or similar
to it) phase is assumed. This statement is advanced in the context of syllabic stage, postulated for the common
Indo-European verse, and a view is expressed on the universal nature of syllabic system, as an initial stage.
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1. When discussing Georgian verse in the specialist
literature (especially if a paper is not specially devoted
to the problem of typological qualification) so far the
old situation is still reflected when it is regarded that: a)
the inner nature of Georgian verse is not defined un-
equivocally; b) Georgian verse may be either syllabic or
syllabic-accentual.

The main reason of this situation evidently is relying
peremptorily on the four-element scheme widespread in
the relatively metric typology, according to which, a verse
must be either syllabic, accentual (dynamic, qualitative,
syllabic-accentual), metric (durative, quantitative), or tonic.
This is a universal scheme indeed and it is accepted as the
initial and fundamental one, in spite of the existence of
some interpretations and specifications, - e.g.: reducing to
three types [1: 361], or division of the four types into two
groups, of which in the first the syllabic system is repre-
sented, and in the second – all the rest [2: 140].

At the same time, it is necessary to take into ac-
count the following circumstance of principle [see: 3:
114-115].

The existence of such an established four-element
qualification scheme should not always mean that any
versification, namely, Georgian, must necessarily belong
to one of its elements, - the theoretical possibility should
not be ruled out that some specific system may not fall
within any typological group, or may fall within it so
conventionally that features characteristic of this group
cannot be applied to it a priori.

Therefore the method of study should not be accept-
able when by negative arguments the possibility of as-
signing the given versification to some system is de-
nied, and, as a result, it is assigned to some other one
from the same table. In any case, for instance, the fol-
lowing way of defining the nature of Georgian verse is
not methodologically correct: if we prove that Georgian
verse is not syllabic, this means automatically that it is
syllabic-accentual, and vice versa, if the syllabic-accen-
tual nature of Georgian verse is ruled out, this is suffi-
cient to argue that Georgian verse is syllabic. The main
point in this case is that a third possibility remains un-
tried: Georgian verse may be neither syllabic nor syl-
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labic-accentual (also: neither metric nor tonic) – it may
be of an original nature and may be based on such a
suprasegmental element of the phonological system on
which none of the four systems is based.

2. The present typological qualification of versifi-
cation, naturally, is unequivocally linked with an ele-
ment of the prosodic system of the given language –
suprasegmental, functional phoneme, which creates the
formative factor of the versification system. At the same
time, apparently, in the versification two parts may be
conventionally singled out, one of which, fixed, is de-
termined by the prosodic basis of the language, and the
other, mobile and variable, is linked with extra-linguis-
tic factors of literary, social, cultural character, etc. [3:
49-55].

A linguistic suprasegmental element, actualized in
the given versification system, is no longer a linguistic
element – functionally it is an element forming the rhyth-
mic organization of verse, i.e. member of another sys-
tem. In fact this time the following picture is formed: in
a completed verse-rhythmic section in question (line, or
a unit of a lower level), which at the same time is the
given section of the linguistic structure, the linguistic
suprasegmental element is represented at certain posi-
tions and in certain amount so that neither positions nor
amount is defined, but a part of these positions and
amounts is constant – a linguistic element found only in
this position acquires the significance of the rhythmic
factor. In other words: during the selection of the lin-
guistic material (words) the given prosodic element must
be represented invariably (necessarily) at one or several
certain places, whereas its presence-absence at other
positions is facultative.

Such an element, having the verse-rhythmic func-
tion, should form the minimum rhythmic unit, as a regu-
lar structure, by the repetition of which or its combina-
tion with other rhythmic structures, a rhythmic section
of all other levels, including extremely completed ones,
is obtained. Such a unit (or verse line) forms opposition
with at least one such unit (or verse line) of the same
level which by all its features is identical with the first
one, except for the position (or positions) of the prosodic
element, which has turned into a verse-rhythmic factor.
This circumstance is one more, additional argument that
the prosodic element in question is a structural factor of
the rhythmic organization of verse (the first argument is
that in the given language it, as a suprasegmental pho-
neme, is phonologically relevant).

Accordingly, if in a versification system the struc-
tural factor is, for instance, stress (already not linguis-
tic, but verse ictus), then the rhythmic structure of the

given syllabic length should be opposed by other struc-
ture of the same or approximately the same length, which
has rhythmic stress at a different place, i.e. has other
arrangement of rhythmic stresses. If we continue dis-
cussion on the example of a versification of other type
(this time, that based on feet), for the same reason we
cannot have, say, dactyl, unless amphibrach or anapaest
or both are found in the system next to it.

All the above-mentioned concerns the first part of
versification - the stable, invariable part. It is deter-
mined by the prosodic system of the language, which
offers to the versification in question the prosodic ele-
ment as the verse-rhythmic factor, and the general prin-
ciple of the system and basic rules for structures of units,
their joining, etc. are based on it as well – so that their
removal or essential change results in a non-rhythmic
text, or other versification system (if such is conceiv-
able). On the other hand, within the limits of the stabil-
ity (invariability) of the general principle and basic laws,
there are no invariable real verse forms, variants of stanza
compositions, rhythm and rhyming kinds, etc. Accord-
ingly, it should be concluded that there is also the other,
variable and mobile part of the system, which is deter-
mined by extra-linguistic phenomena in the form of the
cultural-literary environment, poetic style, general ten-
dencies of development, external influences, individual
factors, etc.

3. If the versification type is defined by the prosodic
basis of the language, then naturally the question arises
as to whether the widespread four-class scheme takes
into account all possibilities of prosody.

In the process of typological qualification of versi-
fication systems, the syllable (number of syllables) and
the following suprasegmental characteristics acting in
it (or a combination made up of it) are taken into con-
sideration:

a) Strength. In this case the opposition of strong
(stressed) and weak (unstressed) syllables is actualized
in verse, which forms their structurally valuable arrange-
ment. This is accentual verse. There is also syllabic-
accentual verse, in which the same opposition creates
the structural factor, plus (in the form of an excessive
phenomenon) – isosyllabism.

b) Length. The structural factor is the opposition of
long and short syllables based on the vowel length, -
metric versification.

c) Pitch. Classes of tones based on the rising-falling
(melody) of the basic tone form the structurally relevant
opposition of syllables, - tonic versification.

d) In languages where the above-listed features are
not of a phonological value, the verse organization is
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based on the factor of the number of syllables, - this
time constructions with a fixed syllabic length are ob-
tained (and arranged evenly or in a combined way),
which as a rule are also divided into stable sections; this
is syllabic versification.

However, when creating the general appearance of
each given linguistic expression, firstly, its constituents
(including syllables) make up a united whole, secondly,
this time (except the syllable prolongation, intensifica-
tion, etc.) one more phenomenon is significant – de-
limitation (in the first place, that of words on the level
of their  final and first syllables); accordingly,
suprasegmental phonemes also have the function of in-
dicating this phenomenon (which is connected with one
more function – indicating the number of units).

First of all, this is pause, to which attention was
paid in structural linguistics from the very beginning
[4: 14].

More precisely, we are dealing with the phenom-
enon of the boundary between words, also between
morphemes constituting words as well as between word-
combinations, which has the structural function; it is
always possible to find minimal pairs for illustration:
Eng. night rate: nitrate [5: 41]; Rus. Подругу вели:
подруг увели [6: 349]; Geo. dawera qviTa: da
weraqviTa. This time there is an articulation pause be-
tween two adjacent sounds in the form of the so-called
open transition. This is a phenomenon of phonological
value [7: 224-226; for the Georgian language, see: 8:
44-50], which along with pause, as the juncture pho-
neme in this case, is formed by stress and rhythm as
well.

Whatever the phonetic nature of this phenomenon
and its qualification may be, the main point in this case
is that functionally we are dealing with a structural
boundary, where the pause and other accompanying
characteristics differentiate speech units, including units
of the high level, primarily words.

If we pass to the verse-rhythmic organization sys-
tem, on this level the linguistic details proper (phonetic,
etc.) no longer are of importance. The main thing is that
such a linguistic phenomenon, word boundary, exists,
and its marking in general may be linked with pause, as
a linguistic (virtual or realized) element.

It cannot be said that this factor is disregarded in
verse analysis, - cf. caesura (rhythmical pause, metric
pause, etc.), which always coincides with the word-
boundary; but in any case it has an auxiliary function,
in particular, - it is a means of dividing a line having a
certain structure (this boundary in a versification of any
type always appears at the end of the line, as the com-

pleted rhythmic section too). On the other hand, the
following picture may also be conceived theoretically:
the word-boundary, represented in a verse system, is
actualized with such a force, as e.g. stress in accentual
verse, and it has the feature of regulating, creating
rhythm, i.e. represents a constant rhythmic boundary
with the verse-rhythmic function.

4. Such a system of versification seems to be quite
real, - such a situation is found in Georgian verse, the
qualification of which as syllabic verse may be only
conventional.

In Georgian: a) a verse unit (line, etc.) is represented
not by, e.g., a 7-syllable structure, but 5+2 and 4+3, of
which each has its constant verse boundary (formed on
the basis of the constant word-boundary) and its own
structure, and each creates an independent meter. b) In
the construction of the meter, 5+2 and 4+3 are not adja-
cent (in the form of lines or other units); c) at the same
time, 5+2 is compatible with and may be adjacent to such
structures as 5+5, 5+4, 5+3, 5+1, 5+0 (i.e. structures
which have the same boundary after 5 syllables), and 4+3
– with structures such as 4+4, 4+2, 4+1, 4+0 (i.e. struc-
tures having the same boundary after 4 syllables).

Finally, the same 5+2 creates independently (i.e. by
its repetition) a meter, the form of which is defined not
by that it is a 7-syllable one (as it too independently
creates the meter 4+3, the form of which is not defined
by the fact that it is a 7-syllable one), but by the fact that
it has its structural feature – the boundary after five
syllables. At the same time, 5+2 forms another meter by
the neighborhood of 5+5, which has other syllabic length
(containing 10 and not 7 syllables), but the same bound-
ary after 5 syllables: 5+2 creates another meter with
5+4, as well as with 5+3, 5+1 and 5+0, which also have
other syllabic lengths, but the same boundary after 5
syllables; 5+2 forms some other meters simultaneously
together with several above-listed structures, which have
the boundary after 5 syllables (the same is the case with
4+4 which will not create verse structures together with
a structure where the boundary is after 5 syllables, but
will create together with those where the boundary is
after 4 syllables).

All this means that in Georgian verse the syllabic
length does not create rhythmic structures, nor is the
meter structure based on it (by repetition of isosyllabic
sections or by the regular alternation of different syl-
labic lengths). In Georgian we do not find, e.g. a 7-
syllable line, such a line should be: either 5+2, which is
an independent structure (marked for the system) and
an independent meter basis; or 4+3, which is also an
independent structure and an independent meter basis
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(or 3+3+1, which is also an independent structure and
an independent meter basis).

Finally, if we discuss again the 5+2 structure, it is
not 7 syllables, it is 5 syllables plus 2 syllables; if we
discuss the 5+5 structure, this is 5 syllables plus 5, etc. In
all instances the structure is created by 5+X, i.e. not the
number of syllables, but the rhythmic boundary after 5.

When the meter is built, at the time of joining line
structures we shall have: either the repetition of the 5+2
structure – one meter, or the repetition of the 5+5 struc-
ture – another meter (in both cases – isosyllabic struc-
ture), and so on. At the same time we shall have the
simultaneous participation of lines 5+2, 5+5, etc. in the
construction of other meters. This means that the equal-
ity of the number of syllables (the isosyllabism prin-
ciple) may be facultatively represented in a meter, and
may be not, but in all instances it occurs so that the
constant rhythmic boundary (its place) must be neces-
sarily preserved.

In Georgian the reasoning about isosyllabism may
be only conventional: the meter based on the repetition
of the same 5+2 structure (line) is not structurally an
isosyllabic 7-syllable meter, as we have some other meter,
resulting from the repetition of the 4+3 structure, which
is not a 7-syllable meter either (there is also 3+3+1, not
being a 7-syllable structure either).

All the above-described is a simplified picture of
the Georgian versification system [see: 3], in which the
minimal rhythmic unit (in my terminology, binomial) is
of a binary construction and its structural form is deter-
mined by the rhythmic boundary between two segments
(binary units form a hierarchy, respectively, the rhyth-
mic boundary also has a hierarchic character; in more
detail see: 3; ibid. see on rules of building structures
and other laws). The system of this unit (minimal rhyth-
mic unit) consists of three classes:

I 
5+5 
5+4 
5+3 
5+2 
5+1 
5+0 

II 
4+4 
4+3 
4+2 
4+1 
4+0 

III 
3+3 
3+2 
3+1 
3+0

The general formula is n+k, where ne”k (taking
into account the fact, that each binomial, along with its
main form, has an alternant, in which the rhythmic
boundary is moved back, left with two syllables, the full
variant of the formula will be:

n+k <=> (n≥2)+(k+2),
where  n≥k,

n=3, 4, 5; k=0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5).
On the basis of the first class the following meters

are formed: a) 5+5 (repetition of this structure), 5+4
(repetition of this structure), etc.; b) 5+5 and any struc-
ture from the same class (regular combination of struc-
tures),  5+4 and any structure from the same class, and
so on.; c) 5+5 and several structures from the same class,
5+4 and several structures from the same class, etc. The
principle of the formation of meters on the basis of the
second and the third classes is the same.

At the time of the realization of this system we shall
not obtain a meter which will be marked as a certain
number of syllables. Some 8-syllable structure (line or
unit of other level), is in fact either 5+3, 4+4 or 3+3+2,
and each structure is an independent meter; some 10
syllables are either 5+5, 4+4+2, or 3+3+3+1, etc.

Structures of units (and their hierarchy) and verse
meters are created by the rhythmic boundary (and its
hierarchy). The rhythmic boundary is formed by the con-
stant position of the word-boundary in the conditions of
the facultative existence of other word-boundaries (rhyth-
mic boundary, of any hierarchic level, coincides with the
linguistic word-boundary, but every word-boundary is not
a rhythmic boundary). The rhythmic boundary of the given
unit is the constant factor between two members of the
unit, which on the level of this unit, as a binary form,
singles out and forms its two constituents, and on the
level of the entire system, as the unity of hierarchically
related units, joins these two constituents and forms the
given binary unit, by singling it out in the hierarchy of
units. In other words, the function of the rhythmic bound-
ary is not division, but identification of two constituents
and their unification into one binary unit. The numbers
of syllables, obtained at this time, are entirely dependent
on the factor of the rhythmic boundary (isosyllabism is
an external feature, which, if realized, represents the
phenomenon of the rhythmic excess; and from the posi-
tions of the structure, we have isomorphism, created by
one and the same rhythmic boundary, which is repre-
sented even in the case when there is no external
isosyllabism); also: the configuration of stresses, having
in the verse a certain auxiliary function [in more detail
see:  9: 12-18], depends entirely on the factor of the rhyth-
mic boundary. (Naturally, more than one characteristics
can always be found in the verse, but one main, constant
structural feature identified; 10: 173).

A versification of this type may be qualified only as
follows: a versification based on the factor of the rhyth-
mic boundary. Such a versification cannot find its place
in the typological scheme where there is the syllabic
type.
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Let us take one, relatively new classification [2: 140-
141], where two principal classes of verse meters are
represented (type of meter, as the basis of the versifica-
tion type): 1. Pure-syllabic meter: only the number of
syllables is regulated in syntactic structures – words,
columns, sentences (syllabic versification). 2. Syllabic-
prosodic meter: certain prosodic characteristics and their
positions are actualized (plus, to a certain extent, the
quantitative arrangement of syllables); here three sub-
classes are included, already discussed above: durative
meter, dynamic meter and tonic meter (and three re-
spective versification types).

In this classification the place of Georgian verse is
in the second class and here it will create a fourth type:
the meter, based on the structural actualization of the
word-boundary, as a prosodic factor, and the versifica-
tion, which contains meters of this variety.

5. Proceeding from the above, first of all, such rea-
soning should be ruled out when one or another meter
of Georgian verse is described as a line made up of a
certain number of syllables, e.g. 10-syllable verse, or 8-
syllable verse, or 16-syllable shairi, etc.

In Georgian we have not an 8-syllable line, and
respectively, 8-syllable meter (8-syllable verse), but the
following miscellaneous, totally autonomous lines and
meters: 5+3, 4+4, (3+0) + (3+2);

not 10-syllable, but miscellaneous: 5+5,
(4+0) + (4+2), (4+1) + (4+1), (3+3) + (3+2);

not 7-syllable, but miscellaneous: 5+2, 4+3,
(3+0) + (3+1);

not 6-syllable, but miscellaneous: 5+1, 4+2, 3+3;
not 9-syllable, but miscellaneous:
5+4, (4+0) + (4+1), (3+3) + (3+0);
not 11-syllable, but miscellaneous: 6+5, (5+0) +

(5+1), (4+2) + (4+1), (4+0) + (4+3), (3+3) + (3+2);
not 12-syllable, but miscellaneous: 6+6, (5+1) +

(5+1), (5+0) + (5+2), (4+3) + (4+1), (4+2) + (4+2),
(4+0) + (4+4), (3+3) + (3+3);

not 13-syllable, but miscellaneous: (5+3) + (5+0),
(5+2) + (5+1), (4+3) + (4+2), (4+4) + (4+1);

not 14-syllable, but miscellaneous: (5+2) + (5+2),
(5+3) + (5+1), (4+3) + (4+3), (4+4) + (4+2), (5+4) +
(5+0);

not 15-syllable, but miscellaneous: (5+3) + (5+2),
(4+4) + (4+3), (5+5) + (5+0);

not 16-syllable, but miscellaneous: (5+3) + (5+3),
(4+4) + (4+4), (5+5) + (5+1), etc. – the list being in-
complete.

6. One cannot rule out assuming the syllabic stage
as the initial point at some previous phase of develop-

ment for Georgian verse, if discussed by the interpreta-
tion offered above.

In general, analysis gives grounds to establish regu-
lar stages of diachrony of Georgian verse, which in its
turn, makes it possible to reconstruct the first stage,
preceding the stages known to us, in which in rhythmic
units of Georgian verse the principle of the division by
the rhythmic boundary into two equal constituents (n=k)
was at work. Before this stage the existence of such a
pre-stage is admissible where a completed section of a
certain length (line) is not segmented into sections of a
lower level – constituents [see: 11: 658]. From this state,
resembling the syllabic system, it is quite natural to
imagine the regular development towards the state,
named above as the initial stage, and then – to the state,
described above in the form of the system. In particular,
a gradual transition is quite real, when division (into
two) in an isosyllabic (or approximately equal) rhyth-
mic construction acquires a regular character, its posi-
tion becomes firm, and the unit constituents become
regulated, which as a result imparts the structural func-
tion to the boundary and makes irrelevant the number
of syllables.

The syllabic system is postulated for the common
Indo-European verse as well [after A. Meillet’s well-
known work – 12; on the system see 13: 839-842]. If we
pose the same question concerning the regularity of the
further development and transformation here too, then
it has to be explained how states of all kinds – syllabic,
quantitative, accentual, i.e. typologically totally differ-
ent systems resulted from one and the same common
state [14: 19]. Although this problem is analysed on the
level of all the Indo-European groups – Western, Cen-
tral, Eastern, it cannot be said that the resulting picture
is clear. Furthermore, a clear picture cannot be obtained
for every specific case due to the existence of objective
difficulties: the oldest texts belong already to those pe-
riods when different systems are at work with the com-
pleted (fully developed) form in each given language.
Accordingly, not only the common Indo-European state
is postulated but the common character is hypothetical
for the groups of languages. And what is more, old forms
are hypothetical for specific languages, e.g.: for the
ancient Greek language; within the common scheme
the path of development of German verse is uncertain,
etc.

However, in general, the syllabic theory seems to be
acceptable but with the following explanation: practi-
cally it is inconceivable to prove its reality so that to
reconstruct the specific path of development for each
language with the demonstration of concrete, basic trans-
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formations. On the other hand, this is of no importance
for the solution of the question, as the following general
thesis must evidently be accepted: any state may result
from the syllabic state. I shall offer only two illustrative
arguments: a) the syllabic character of verse does not
imply precisely preserved isosyllabism, - for example,
dropping or addition of a syllable may also be found in
syllabic systems having a completed, full-fledged form;

b) the factor of the number of syllables participates to a
greater or lesser extent in a system of any type, regard-
less of whether it is a structural or auxiliary factor.

Then the following universal thesis may be formu-
lated: the syllabic type of verse (or similar to it in prin-
ciple) is the only type which may be imagined for any
case as the initial hypothetical system, from which any
system known today is obtained as a derivative.

enaTmecniereba

qarTuli leqsis kvalifikaciis sakiTxi

a. silagaZe

akademiis wevri, i. javaxiSvilis sax. Tbilisis saxelmwifo universiteti

statiaSi, zogadleqsmcodneobiTi problemebis fonze, dasmulia qarTuli leqsis tipologiuri
kvalifikaciis sakiTxi.

1. mocemuli leqsTwyobis saxes gansazRvravs mocemuli enis prosodiuli baza. am Tezisze
dayrdnobiT, metrikul tipologiaSi leqsTwyobaTa oTxi ZiriTadi tipia warmodgenili. bunebrivia
daisvas kiTxva: es oTxklasiani sqema asaxavs Tu ara prosodiis yvela SesaZleblobas?

versifikaciuri sistemebis tipologuri kvalificirebisas gaTvaliswinebulia marcvali
(marcvalTa raodenoba) da masSi (an misgan Seqmnil kombinaciebSi) moqmedi ZiriTadi suprasegmentuli
maxasiaTeblebi: siZliere, sigrZe, simaRle. magram yoveli enobrivi gamonaTqvamis saerTo saxis
Seqmnisas, jer erTi, misi Semadgenlebi (maT Soris marcvlebi) SeerTebul mTels qmnian, meorec, am
dros mniSvnelobis mqonea kidev erTi movlena – gamijvna (pirvel rigSi, sityvebisa maTi bolo da
pirveli marcvlebis doneze); Sesabamisad, suprasegmentul fonemebs am movlenis aRniSvnis funqciac
aqvT.

pirvel rigSi es aris pauza. ufro zustad, laparakia gasayaris (boundary)  movlenaze sityvebs
Soris, aseve – sityvaTa Semadgenel morfemebs Soris, aseve – Sesityvebebs Soris, rasac
struqturuli funqcia aqvs. am dros or mezobel bgeras Soris saartikulacio Sesvenebaa e. w.
Ria gadasasvlelis (open transition) saxiT, romelsac, rogorc fonologiuri Rirebulebis mqone
faqtors, pauzasTan (rogorc am SemTxvevaSi mijnis fonemasTan – juncture phoneme) erTad qmnis
maxvilic da ritmic. rogoric unda iyos am movlenis fonetikuri buneba da misi kvalifikacia,
mTavari am SemTxvevaSi isaa, rom funqciurad Cven saqme gvaqvs struqturul gasayarTan, rodesac
pauza da sxva Tanmxlebi maxasiaTeblebi axdenen enobriv erTeulTa, maT Soris maRali donis
erTeulTa, pirvel rigSi sityvaTa, diferencirebas.

sakuTriv saleqso-ritmuli organizaciis sistemis doneze lingvistur detalebs (fonetikuri
xasiaTisa) aRar aqvT mniSvneloba, _ mTavaria, rom arsebobs aseTi movlena, sityvaTgasayari, da
zogadad misi aRniSvna SeiZleba davukavSiroT pauzas rogorc enobriv (virtualur Tu realizebul)
elements.
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am SemTxvevaSi Teoriulad advili warmosadgenia suraTi, rodesac sityvaTgasayari,
reprezentirebuli versifikaciul sistemaSi, aqtualizebulia iseTi ZaliT, rogorc, vTqvaT, maxvili
aqcentur leqsSi, da aqvs ritmis Seqmnis Tviseba, e. i. warmoadgens mudmiv ritmul gasayars
saleqso-ritmuli funqciiT.

2. leqsTwyobis aseTi sistema sruliad realuria, - aseTi  viTareba gvaqvs qarTul leqsSi,
romlis kvalificireba silabur leqsad mxolod pirobiTad SeiZleba.

qarTulSi saleqso erTeuls (striqoni da sxv.) warmoadgens ara marcvalTa mocemuli
raodenobisgan (mag., 7) Semdgari odenoba, aramed binaruli agebuleba – orwevredi (mag., 5+2 an
4+3); am dros marcvalTa erTi da imave raodenobis Semcveli orwevredebi erTmaneTisgan principulad
gansxvavdebian imiT, rom TiToeuls aqvs  Tavisi mudmivi ritmuli gasayari (Seqmnili mudmivi
sityvaTgasayaris bazaze), es gasayari agebs damoukidebel struqturebs, xolo sabolood TiToeuli
maTgani qmnis damoukidebel metrs; amave dros, Tu saqme gvaqvs sxvadasxva sigrZis striqonebis
kombinaciiT metris agebasTan, erTmaneTTan SeTavsebadia mxolod iseTi striqonebi (binaruli
agebulebebi), romelTac erTi da igive ritmuli gasayari aqvT.

Sesabamisad: 1) romelime 5+2, es aris damoukidebeli metri (Tavisi gameorebiT agebuli), romlis
saxe gansazRvrulia ara imiT, rom igi 7-marcvliania, aramed imiT, rom mas aqvs Tavisi struqturuli
niSani – gasayari 5 marcvlis Semdeg. amitomve romelime 4+3, romelic aseve 7-marcvliania, aris
damoukidebeli metri, radganac masSi gasayari sxva adgilzea – 4 marcvlis Semdeg. 2) e.w.
heterometrul agebulebebSi igive 5+2 emezobleba mxolod  iseT orwevreds, romelsac (aqvs ra
sxva silaburi sigrZe) aqvs igive ritmuli gasayari 5 marcvlis Semdeg (5+5, 5+4 da a. S.); xolo
igive 4+3 Sedis kombinaciaSi mxolod iseT agebulebebTan, romelTac gasayari 4 marcvlis Semdeg
aqvT (4+4, 4+2 da a. S.)

is, rac iTqva, aris gamartivebuli suraTi qarTuli leqsTwyobis sistemisa, romelSic minimaluri
ritmuli erTeulia orwevredi. orwevredis sistema sami klasisgan Sedgeba: I. 5+5, 5+4, 5+3, 5+2,
5+1, 5+0;  II. 4+4, 4+3, 4+2, 4+1, 4+0; III. 3+3, 3+2, 3+1, 3+0. saerTo formula: n+k, sadac n≥≥≥≥≥k.

am sistemis realizaciisas Cven ver miviRebT metrs, romelic markirebuli iqneba rogorc
silabTa garkveuli raodenoba. romelime 8-marcvliani odenoba sinamdvileSi aris an 5+3, an 4+4,
an 3+3+2 struqtura; romelime 10-marcvliani aris an 5+5, an 4+4+2, an 3+3+3+1 struqtura da a.S.

erTeulTa struqturebs (da maT ierarqias) qmnis ritmuli gasayari (da misi ierarqia).
am tipis leqsTwyobis kvalifikacia mxolod ase SeiZleba: leqsTwyoba, damyarebuli ritmuli

gasayaris faqtorze. Tu aviRebT leqsTwyobaTa im klasifikacias, romelSic warmodgenilia oTxi
tipi, gaerTianebuli or principul klasSi (1. silaburi leqsTwyoba; 2. silabur-prosidiuli
leqsTwyoba: duraciuli, dinamikuri, tonuri), qarTuli leqsis adgili meore klasSia, sadac igi
Seqmnis meoTxe tips: metri, romelic sityvaTgasayaris, rogorc prosodiuli faqtoris, saleqso
aqtualizebazea damyarebuli, da leqsTwyoba, romelic am saxis metrebs Seicavs.

3. am interpretaciiT ganxiluli qarTuli leqsisTvis ar gamoiricxeba ganviTarebis raRac
wina safexurze amosavlad vigulisxmoT silaburi stadia. silaburi sistema postulirebulia
saerTo indoevropuli leqsisTvisac.

rogorc Cans, SeiZleba CamovayaliboT Semdegi debuleba universaluri xasiaTisa: leqsis
silaburi tipi (an principulad misi msgavsi) aris erTaderTi tipi, romelic SeiZleba warmovidginoT
yvelanairi SemTxvevisTvis rogorc amosavali hipoTeturi sistema, romlidanac, rogorc derivati,
miiReba dRes cnobili nebismieri sistema.
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